The melodious connection
Smart Radio and Bluetooth Connect
The latest news ... 

... or your own playlist
The loudspeakers with integrated bass reflex tubes ensure the best sound: whether you are listening to the news, playing music or using the alarm function - the Smart Radio offers a unique audio experience at any time of the day. The Favorites list, sleep timer and alarm function can quickly be activated via the icons on the glass-fronted touch display. The Smart Radio is compatible with the room lighting, it can be conveniently turned on and off together with the lights.

Brilliant sound

Streaming your own music from your tablet or smartphone is extremely simple with the wall-mounted Bluetooth Connect from JUNG. The built-in amplifier combined with the loudspeaker modules produces an excellent sound. It is operated intuitively using the glass-fronted touch display or via a smartphone. External amplifiers or the Smart Radio can be connected via the AUX output.

Excellent connection
Listen to your favourite music
Modular structure – individual installation

Modules can be installed horizontally, vertically, set in multiple frames or separated from each other. The JUNG modular system enables customised installations, thus providing freedom of design.

To give the highest quality of stereo sound, two JUNG loudspeakers can be connected to the Bluetooth Connect. They can be installed separately or mounted in a multiple frame.

Practical: The Smart Radio can also be connected to the Bluetooth Connect via the AUX input – for increased listening pleasure.
Three shapes of first-class design

**LS 990**
The classic switch. Timeless elegance in both plastic and exclusive metal variants.

**Acreation**
The modern design. Coloured glass or plastic frames emphasise the features in the room.

**CD 500**
Harmony as a range. Design versatility with five colours and two anodised finishes in aluminium.

You can find an overview of the full design spectrum as well as your customised configuration in our online catalogue.

www.jung.de/en/online-catalogue
Relax with high-quality sound
So simple – Smart Radio

Navigation / Volume control / Station scan / Brightness setting

 Favorites
Selection of the Favorites and AUX input
Press for 3 seconds to save the Favorites

 Alarm clock
Activation of the radio alarm clock
Press for 3 seconds to set the timer for the alarm

 Settings
Configuration of brightness, timer, AUX input, sleep timer, stereo/mono mode, factory setting

 ON/OFF
Activation of the radio
Press for 3 seconds to set the sleep timer

Night mode
The brightness of the display and the buttons can be set separately using the arrow keys. In standby mode, the display can be completely dimmed. It becomes visible again after you press it briefly.

Sleep timer
Press the power button to activate the sleep timer function. Once an individually programmable period has elapsed, the radio switches itself off automatically.

Timer
The alarm clock icon is pressed to set the timer for the alarm clock. At the selected time, your favourite station comes on with the volume becoming increasing louder.
1. Teaching in the audio source

The Bluetooth Connect is set to learning mode after pressing the button. It is now visible for max. 30 seconds to audio players with a Bluetooth interface such as a smartphone, tablet or MP3 player.

2. Linking devices

The buttons on the Bluetooth Connect flash until a connection has been established. If this is achieved, JUNG BTC is displayed in the Bluetooth menu of the audio player.

3. Starting a playlist

If the Bluetooth Connect is linked with the required audio source, the playback can be started by pressing the button briefly. The order of the titles corresponds to the order on the audio source.

1, 2, 3 – Bluetooth Connect

If the Bluetooth Connect is linked with the required audio source, the playback can be started by pressing the button briefly. The order of the titles corresponds to the order on the audio source.